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Abstrract - With thee growth of sofftware flaws th
here is a rise in
i the
demaand of securiity embeddingg to achieve the
t
goal of seecure
softw
ware developm
ment in a moore efficient manner. Diffferent
practtices are in usse to keep the software intaact. These pracctices
also meant to be sccrutinized for better results on the basis of
o the
c
theey are providin
ng. It
level of security, effficiency and complexity
hted on the basis of Confid
dentiality, Inteegrity
may also be weigh
i a step by step
and Availability (CIA). Softwaare security is
b it
procedure which can not be achiieved just at a specific level but
nto account froom the beginniing of the Softtware
should be taken in
C). In this pap
per, we have taken
t
Deveelopment Life Cycle (SDLC
into account some of the bestt practices foor secure softtware
development and categorized them based on the phasees in
ware developm
ment lifecycle. The results en
nable us to drraw a
softw
clearr picture of thee best practicees in software development
d
w
which
will enable a deveeloper to folloow them on a particular SDLC
S
phase.
words: Softwaree, Security, SDL
LC.
Keyw

I.
INTRODUCTION
N
With increasiing technologiies there is a more
m
excess to the
softw
ware which iss a threat to thhe security off software. Hiidden
attaccking factors from inside or
o outside thee organizationn are
increeasing day byy day. Intrusion and maliccious softwaree not
onlyy cause a finanncial loss but also the loss of credibilityy and
integgrity of organiization data.
the
Software
s
security
isssues
directtly
affect
Conffidentiality, Inntegrity and Availability (CIA).
(
Securiity is
not a feature it’s a property of software whicch has to be taken
t
care of during thee complete sofftware lifecyccle. So the seccurity
moddel, which haas to be impllemented, muust consider these
t
issuees effectively and efficientlly. If the softw
ware is not seecure,
then all its operatiions are expossed to attacks.
As mentionedd software seecurity spread covers the whole
w
Softw
ware Developpment Life Cyycle phases. Each
E
of the phhases
shouuld be carefully observed foor building seccure software.
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Figure-1: Suummary of Vulnnerability Typees Found. [10]

II.

BACKGROUND
D

While coding software evvery coder make
m
some cooding
misttakes unintenntionally, whiich introducee the majoritty of
softw
ware vulneraabilities. Som
me of the examples
e
of such
vuln
nerabilities caan be bufferr overflows, integer overrflow,
form
mat string vulnerabilities eetc. Vulnerab
bilities in soft
ftware
can be classified as
a in figure 1.
“Software seecurity is really risk manaagement”. So the
risk must be analyyzed first i.e. the analysis have
h
to be maade to
evalluate the situaations in whiich a specificc or set of atttacks
initiiate [3]. Thiss can make eeasier to resp
pond in a knnown
situaation. Risks can
c be appearred due to arcchitectural prooblem
or faaults in implem
mentation.
Software seccurity practicces involve dealing
d
with risks
asso
ociated with the
t operationss and the efffects of errorss and
vuln
nerabilities. Thhe main aim oof security forr software is juust to
fall safely and deecently in casse of any crash with less or
o no
mage done to thhe confidentiaality integrity and availabiliity.
dam
Befo
ore going intto any furtherr details, the goals of soft
ftware
secu
urity must be clearly kept in the mind. Goals of seccurity
can be categorizzed as prevenntion, traceability and audditing,
mon
nitoring, privaacy and conffidentiality, multilevel
m
seccurity,
anon
nymity, autheentication, andd integrity [3]]. Any practicce for
softw
ware security can be weighhted on the bassis of achievinng the
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abovve mentioned goals. The seecurity counteermeasures deepend
p
praactice for softtware securityy. We
implementing a particular
on thhe analysis of the threats annd the vulnerabbilities.
havee shown a reelationship off these methods with thee best
The threat analysis, thee analysis of
o potential risks
pracctices in a tablle later on in thhis paper.
threaatening the asssets, must be practiced while
w
planningg the
featuures and architecture the software. Threat
T
analyssis if
III.
ANALYSIS AND COMPAR
RISON OF THE
perfoormed with care and potenntial threads to
t the productt can
BESST PRACTICES
stabiilize the system
m progress in the worst situuation as well..
In this paperr we have chhosen three ex
xample set off best
The responsee to the threadd after the anaalysis is depenndent
pracctices [1, 2, 11] and classiffy them based
d on the phasses in
on thhe scale of thhe risk incurriing the threadd. Once the thhreats
softw
ware developm
ment process that these practices are appplied.
are identified, there are three comm
monly recognnized
apprroaches [1]:
a. Best Practices - Group 1
The first seet of best ppractices we discuss heree are
- Mitigation
M
of the risk. Thhe risk in thhis case is too be
intro
oduced by Reddwine and Daavis [2]. Thesee practices aree:
conssidered the haarmful beyondd the safety level
l
so theree is a
respoonse needed too reduce the risk
r up to a staandard level.
i. Abuse Casees
- Accceptance i.e. the threat is accepted witth its risk buut not
ii. Security Requirement
R
tacklling the risk as
a it is but diffferent plan of action designned to
iii.
Risk
Anal
lysis
overrcome the riskk indirectly.
iv. External review
r
- Inssurance this refers to as wee redirect the vulnerabilityy of a
v. Risk-basedd security tests
risk to
t a third partty.
vi. Static anaalysis
Similar to threat
t
analysiis for avoiding the poteential
vii. Risk Anaalysis
probblems we woould also likke to discuss about the basic
b
viii. Penetratiion testing
princciples for seccure software according too John Viegaa and
ix. Security breaks
b
Garyy McGraw[3]::
i. Secure the Weakest
W
Linkk.
ii. Practice deefense in depthh.
iii. Fail Securrely.
iv. Follow thee principle of least privilegee.
v. Compartmeentalize.
vi. Keep it Sim
mple.
vii. Promote privacy.
p
viii. Remembber that hidingg secrets is harrd.
ix. Be reluctaant to trust.
x. Use your community ressources.

SDLC can be subdividded into some of the selfexpllanatory subggroups i.e. sofftware artifactts according to
t the
activ
vities perform
med during that period. Sofftware artifaccts, as
expllained by [4], are Requireements and use
u cases, Deesign,
Testt plans, Codee, Test resultss, and Field Feedback.
F
At each
speccific artifact there
t
are some software seecurity practicce are
appllied to build secure softw
ware. These caan be summaarized
usin
ng the figure [22] below.

Viega and McGraw
M
have explained thhat developerss can
avoidd 90% of the problems
p
usinng these princiiples [3].
a. T
Theoretical Methods
M
M
Methods
like CIA,
C
Risk Maanagement andd Formal Metthods
like Team Softwaare Process (T
TSP), CLEAN
NROOM Softtware
Engiineering (CR
RSE), Correectness-by-Coonstruction (CC),
(
Increemental Deveelopment (ID)), Function Baased Specification
& Design
D
(FBSD)), Threat Moddeling (TM), Attack
A
Trees (AT)
and Attack Patterrns (AP) deall with the theoretical anallysis.
Thesse methods may
m help implementing a particular
p
praactice
for software security. We haave not takeen the theoreetical
methhods into accoount for our annalysis later onn.
b. P
Practical Methhods
W have assum
We
med methods like automateed verificationn and
validdation tools like ITS4, flawfinder, RATS,
R
ESC/JJava,
PRE
Efast, Rationall Rose, Unifieed Modeling Language (U
UML)
and SLAM as thee practical metthods. These methods
m
may help
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For each seccurity artifactt the practices need to be well
undeerstood and implementedd in order to
o get the proper
p
apprropriate qualitty results.
At the requirrement and usse cases artifacct the first praactice
is ab
buse cases which
w
mainly focusing on the actions of
o the
system in the preesence of attacck. At this po
oint all the posssible
casees must be considered forr which the system may work
abno
ormally andd marching to other steps after this
conssideration.

Fig
gure – 2: Best Practices
P
for Software Security
y are represented by
the Arroows for a Speciffic Software Arrtifact [2].
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Clarity says that the solution we provide should be clearly
After considering the abuse cases the next practice is
defined in every aspect.
security requirements i.e. to think about the security
Quality should be maintained in terms of the systems as
parameters that the system requires working securely. These
well as the security features.
may be practical, basic characteristics and features [2].
Involve all Stakeholders is a good concept of involving
While at designing phase, a consistent approach is
everyone who is some how related to the system being
required as this phase mainly building the logical base of the
developed.
whole software. Risk analysis requires all the known risk
Technology Processes are related to each other and a
associated with any action or the attack must be clearly
technology should be able to invoke a process.
considered and a proposed plan of actions should be
Fail Safe Operation is a concept of system or software
documented properly. Risk must be identified and the scale of
being able to recover from the errors.
its effect must be considered at this point so that the response
Defense in Depth means that to implement the defensive
associated with that risk can be clarified. Taking external help
measures in a multi-layered environment.
mostly helps positively as they may be the potential user with
Principle of Appropriate Privileges refers that everyone
some practical knowledge. Clearly defined test plans on the
should be given privileges to operate the system accordingly
basis of already considered risk are one of the best practices
as we also had to consider the development phase and not only
which enable the designer to justify his approach.
the final product [1].
Interacting with the Users is an important practice to be
Majority of vulnerabilities are common and traceable so
considered as users tend to make mistakes and we can learn
while coding there is a need of tools which act in a static or
from them to develop countermeasures.
predefined way - static analysis tools. But not all the risks can
Trust Boundaries should be defined to enforce a reliable
be predefined so code review is not enough and further risk
security mechanism. Trusted Computing Base and Trusted
analysis is required on the basis of test results. There must be a
Path can be the subpart of this practice [1].
continuous process defined through which testing of software
Third-Party Software which may be used while
security make possible.
development of a totally new system should also be tested.
Nothing is perfect in the world and software is a part of
Manipulation of Sensitive Data should be handled with
this world. There are always some security breaks. A feedback
proper care.
system should be planned such that after deployment enhance
Attack First. On Paper! It relates to the concept of trying
the database of known risks and propose solutions for future
to break the security architecture during the design phase [1].
products [2].
Think “Outside of the Box” is an important concept which
tells us that we should always try to find other possible ways
of breaking into the system.
b. Best Practices – Group 2
Be Humble is a concept related to continuously improving
The second set of best practices we discuss here are
the system with time.
introduced by P. Razvan [1]. These practices are:
Declarative vs. Programmatic is related to the
programming part of the system in which the security can be
i. Relevancy and Weakest Links
enforced either during the execution or outside of the program
ii. Clarity
control [1].
iii. Quality
Reviews are Your Best Allies is very much true and we
iv. Involve all Stakeholders
should emphasis on design and code reviews for
v. Technology Processes
improvements.
vi. Fail Safe Operation
vii. Defense in Depth
c. Best Practices – Group 3
viii. Principle of Appropriate Privileges
The third set of best practices we discuss here are
ix. Interacting with Users
introduced
by D. Wheeler [11]. These practices are:
x. Trust Boundaries
xi. Third-Party Software
i. Validate All Input
xii. Manipulation of Sensitive Data
ii. Avoid Buffer Overflow
xiii. Attack First. On Paper!
iii. Secure the Interface
xiv. Think “Outside of the Box”
iv. Separate Data and Control
xv. Be Humble
v. Minimize Privileges
xvi. Declarative vs. Programmatic
vi. Minimize the Functionality of a Component
xvii. Reviews are Your Best Allies
vii. Configure Safely and Use Safe Defaults
viii. Load Initialization Values Safely
Relevancy and Weakest Links concept relates to protect
ix. Fail Safe
the related information and to secure the places which may be
x. Avoid Race Conditions
more prone to attacks.
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TABLE - 1: Analysis of the Best Practices.

xi. Trust Only Trustworthy Channels
xii. Setup a Trusted Path
xiii. Use Internal Consistency
xiv. Self-limit Resources
xv. Prevent Cross Site Malicious Content
xvi. Foil Semantic Attacks
xvii. Be Careful with Data Types
xviii. Carefully Callout to Other Resources
xix. Send Information Back Judiciously

SDLC Phases/
Best Practices
Requirement
Analysis

Design

Validate All Input given to a system according to the rules
defined.
Avoid Buffer Overflow as they may cause stack and heap
smashing.
Secure the Interface explains that the interface should be
simple enough to understand.
Separate Data and Control as an illegal execution may
lead to loss of important data.
Minimize Privileges in order to limit the access as an
intruder may able to get some information misusing the
privileges.
Minimize the Functionality of a Component which we
build to avoid misuse.
Configure Safely and Use Safe Defaults refers to making
the initial system secure which can help to keep it secure while
reconfiguration.
Load Initialization Values Safely as many programs read
it to allow their defaults to be configured [11].
Fail Safe refers to a safe recovery from an error.
Avoid Race Conditions as they may reveal the shared
resources.
Trust Only Trustworthy Channels as others may transmit
unreliable data.
Setup a Trusted Path in order to avoid the leakage of
secure information.
Use Internal Consistency to verify the basic assumptions
we have made.
Self-limit Resources as abnormal termination may loose
some information.
Prevent Cross Site Malicious Content as data from an
unreliable source may lead to leak other user data.
Foil Semantic Attacks should be avoided as users may fall
for a trap in which they may loose their personal information.
Be Careful with Data Types as using wrong data types
may trigger buffer overflows.
Carefully Callout to Other Resources states that some
resources like library routines may require some additional
system information to operate. We should be careful as it may
cause data loss.
Send Information Back Judiciously to minimize feedback
for unreliable users.
d.

Analysis of the Best Practices
In this section we have performed an analysis to classify
the pre-mentioned set of best practices based on the phases in
software development process that they are applied. The
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Implementation

Testing

Maintenance

Tools
Used

Best Practices (BP)
BP1.i*, BP1.ii*,
BP1.iii
BP2.i*, BP2.ii*,
BP2.iii
BP3.iii*, BP3.xvii*
BP1.iii*, BP1.iv*,
BP1.v*
BP2.iii*, BP2.v*,
BP2.vi*, BP2.viii*,
BP2.x*, BP2.xii,
BP2.xiii*, BP2.xiv*
BP3.iii*, BP3.iv*,
BP3.v*, BP3.vi*,
BP3.ix*, BP3.x*,
BP3.xi, BP3.xiii*,
BP3.xviii
BP1.vi*
BP2.iii*, BP2.v*,
BP2.vi*, BP2.vii,
BP2.viii*, BP2.xi*,
BP2.xvi*
BP3.i*, BP3.ii*,
BP3.v*, BP3.vii*,
BP3.viii, BP3.ix*,
BP3.xii*, BP3.xiv*,
BP3.xv*
BP1.vii*, BP1.viii*
BP2.iv*, BP2.xvii
BP3.x*, BP3.xv*,
BP3.xix
BP1.viii, BP1.ix*
BP2.ix, BP2.xv,
BP2.xvii
BP3.vii, BP3.x*,
BP3.xvi*

NA

Rational
Rose,
UML

ITS4,
RATS, FF,
PREfast,
ESC,
SLAM

ITS4,
RATS, FF

ITS4,
RATS, FF

Legend for Table – 1: Best Practices Group -1 (BP1), Best Practices Group -2
(BP2), Best Practices Group -3 (BP3), flawfinder (FF), Unified Modeling
Language (UML).
(*) BP must be used otherwise may be used.

phases we assume here are based on the phases in traditional
waterfall
model:
Requirement
analysis,
design,
implementation, testing and maintenance. These phases can be
more or less mapped to phases in other process models also.
We are also introducing possible tools that support each of
best practices.
IV.
SECURE SOFTWARE TESTING
This section includes the testing factors and experiments
which can deduce the desired results during the project’s
development life cycle. The testing factors [2] are:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Penetration testing
Negative tests (fail safe)
Fuzz (Black Box Testing)
Risk Management
Ballista (an automated testing tool)
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[4] G. McGraw, “On the Horizon: The DIMACS Workshop on
Penetration Testing plays an important part if the
Software Security”, IEEE Security and Privacy, March/April
architectural risk analysis is the key factor behind the tests. It
2003.
gives the clear picture of the software being tested in a real
[5] The Ballista Project,
world scenario. It takes the software architecture into account
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs.cmu.edu/project/edrcwhich helps for a detailed software analysis.
ballista/www/, visited on 20 April 2007.
Negative Tests (Fail Safe) deals with testing the software
[6]
JTest,
on negative cases and then try to understand the ability to
http://www.parasoft.com/jsp/products/home.jsp?product=Jtest,
recover.
visited
on 20 April 2007.
Fuzz Testing is a black box testing that tests the software
[7] SAP Analysis, “Open Source Static Analysis Tools for Security
with pseudorandom inputs. In order to automate this black box
Testing of Java Web Applications”, December 2006.
testing Ballista an automated tool developed by CMU is being
[8] P. Martin and C. Gail, “Concern Graphs: Finding and Describing
used [7].
Concerns Using Structural Program Dependencies”, in the
Risk Management is actually not a part of the testing
proceedings of ICSE 2002.
strategies but it was really important to mention about it in this
[9] H. Michael, “Secure Systems Begin with Knowing Your Threats
paper. It involves threat identification, asset identification and
–
part
I”,
quantitatively or qualitatively relating threats to assets. It may
http://security.devx.com/upload/free/Features/zones/security/arti
help the testing team to identify the real threats to software and
cles/2000/09sept00/mh0900[2]-1.asp, visited on 20 April 2007.
then can enable them to rectify them according to the priority.
[10] D. Evans and D. Larochelle, “Reported flaws in Common
V.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the research for finding best practices of
software security, we classified possible suggestions for
improvement in existing practices which can make the
software development more secure.
We would conclude that during our analysis of practices
for building secure software, security is not a single step
process; its span is all over the software development life
cycle. Practices are mainly divided into different modules
dealing with risks, management of risks i.e. identifying and
scaling the risk along with proposing the plan of action for the
specified vulnerability. The basic aim behind using the best
practices is to provide the flexibility and improvement in the
software quality and performance. Our classification of the
best practices according to the SDLC phases will enable the
stakeholders to emphasis on the specific practices in a
particular phase.
We would like to recommend that the set of best practices
classified according to the SDLC phases as mentioned earlier
in Table 1 must be properly documented as a set of rules to be
followed. The standard which may be developed can help
developers to ensure that the best practices are being followed
for a secure development regardless of the scope of the
software.
We also recommend that any best practices from the three
groups we assumed can be used as a combination according to
the scope of the software under development.
Emphasis on using the latest Languages which have a strong
structural programming ability may also be used to overcome
weaknesses.
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